
CONTRACTOR’S WORKSHOP 
 
What is a contractor? 
A contractor is a musician whose mandate, among other tasks, is to recruit musicians, verify their status with the 
AFM/CFM and complete and sign their Local AFM contract on behalf of the musicians. They may be playing or non-
playing contractors. Playing contractors are paid the same as the leader on an engagement; non-playing contractors are 
paid the same as a musician on the engagement. 
 
The music contractor acts as a liaison between the union and the hired musicians to ensure proper working conditions and 
proper pay. 

In this document all fees are based upon the Local 180 Jurisdiction’s Price List.  
Always request a Price List/Tariff of fees from the Local in which you are contracting an engagement. Local 180 fees 
apply to the Local 180 jurisdiction only. 
 
Examples: 
 

If you have been contacted by an Engager from another jurisdiction, to contract work in that jurisdiction, you must use 
the tariff of the jurisdiction where the engagement is taking place; for example, if an Engager from L. 406, Montreal, calls 
you to contract work in Montreal, you must use the L. 406 tariff of fees for that contract, and pay work dues to L. 406. 

 

If you are contacted by an Engager from another jurisdiction, to contract work within your jurisdiction, you must use the 
tariff of your jurisdiction; for example, if an Engager from L. 149, in Toronto, calls you to contract work in Ottawa, you 
must use the L.180 tariff of fees for that contract, and pay work dues to L. 180. 

 

If you are hiring musicians from another jurisdiction to play in your jurisdiction, then you must use the tariff of your 
jurisdiction; for example, if you need to hire a musician from L. 406 to play an engagement in the L. 180 jurisdiction, then 
you use the L. 180 tariff of fees for that contract, and his/her work dues go to L. 180. 

 
 
Never share the Price List and Scale Wages with an Engager/Client. These scale fees are the basis upon which Pension 
Contributions are calculated. The Local always encourages contractors to contract above-scale wages whenever 
possible. 

For every new engagement contact the Local 180 office to ensure that prices or terms haven’t changed. 

You will need to know the Engager’s: 
Name, Address, Phone, Email 
 
If this is a repeat engager you most likely have the above details on file. 
 
If this is a New Engager it will affect the contract payment structure. Part of your duty as contractor is to assess the new 
engager and establish his/her dependability and capacity to pay the musicians for the contracted engagement. For a 



new engager it is a highly recommended business practice to require an advance payment (deposit) upon the signing of 
the contract, with the balance due before the engagement. 
 
Establish a working and personal relationship with the engager and the suppliers who are involved in the event. 
Suppliers may be event co-ordinators, hotel staff, DJ services playing between sets or other entertainment scheduled to 
perform on the same stage between sets. 

Determine: 
Type of Engagement and the Genre of Music required 
Audience Demographic 
Number of Musicians needed 
Engagement Date 
Hours of Engagement 
Rehearsals (if needed) 
Rehearsal Dates 
Hours of Rehearsals 
 
Venue Address 
Venue Access 
Venue Parking 
 
If the venue is unknown, visit/research it to determine access. Also take a look at the room the engager has chosen to 
ascertain if the instrumentation they have in mind is workable. 
 
Always get details for the load-in of equipment. As added insurance, contact the venue to make sure that the engager’s 
time frame is feasible as there may be other suppliers wanting the loading dock at the same time. Work with the venue 
to establish the size of stage and risers that are needed by the band/orchestra.  

Also, the engager may want to have the musicians set up at noon for a 9:00 PM downbeat. This will affect the bottom 
line of your contract, and perhaps add to the total fee that you eventually quote. 

If Venue is out of town – this will affect the cost to the engager. 
See Zone A – Zone D which is part of the Price List, and affects the Scale Wages which are pensionable. 
Per Diem – is negotiated with the musicians, and these fees are NOT pensionable.  It is a fee, along with mileage and gas, 
which is part of the total cost to the Engager, but is added as a “rider or addendum to the contract”, and is included in 
the total fee. 
 
If you have contacted any out-of-town players, they play for local scale wages, pension is contributed on their behalf, 
and work dues are deducted from their pay. Their travel fees/per diems are added as a rider to the contract.  

Throughout this process update the musicians whenever possible. Email is a lot easier than making 30 phone calls. 

During the consultation phase with the client establish their ability to pay; that ability should be reinforced by asking for 
a deposit, whatever percentage you feel is applicable. If in doubt call the Local. 
 

Determine what type of transportation will be needed for out-of-town engagements. 

 

ONCE ALL OF THE FACTS ARE IN PLACE 
FILL OUT THE BACK PAGE OF THE CONTRACT 



When you meet with the Engager to give the quote this may be a time of negotiation in terms of price. Always leave 
yourself room to negotiate: 
 

• Start with an 18% per cent pension contribution because you have the room to move down to 5% per musician 
• Always have a contingency amount on the contract so that you have room to negotiate  
• Don’t forget the Advance 

 
The office has discovered that many musicians don’t understand the concept of “contingency”: 
 
A contingency is an amount added to an estimate to allow for items, conditions, or events that amount to additional 
costs. The purpose of a contingency is to account for uncertainty and cover perceived risks, and it is highly 
recommended that after computing the final costs on the back of the contract, the contractor determines the amount of 
a contingency.  
  
It may be calculated as a percentage of the total and simply added to it, to reflect the Total Amount payable by the 
Engager. If the total scale wages plus pension is $1,898.50 consider a 25% contingency which equals $474.63. That total 
amount now put to the Engager is: $2,373.13 + HST. 
 
EXAMPLE: 

a) Advance/Deposit (non-refundable) – once the contract has been signed 
b) Balance before the downbeat of the engagement 
c) Balance before the first rehearsal if this is an engagement for a large group 

 

Negotiate a Total Fee + HST for the engagement; do not break it down; present it to the Engager as one 
fee that includes work dues, pension and contracted fees, with HST to be added. 

 
 

If an Engager has left you no room to negotiate, in terms of timing, it is highly important to have them 
pay at least 75% of the fee on the signing of the contract and the balance at the beginning of the 
engagement. 

 

If this is a Repeat Engager, then you may use the process that you have set up over time with that 
engager. If this is a New Engager, you will need to protect yourself and the musicians by obtaining an 
Advance, and payment in full before the first rehearsal. 

 

Now you can book/confirm musicians, and you may answer questions they have regarding the 
engagement. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
HOW TO BOOK MUSICIANS 
 
Information for Musicians: 
Type of engagement 
What time they are expected to show up/load in 
What time they are expected on the stage 
 

If you HAVE received a signed contract and an Advance: 
a) confirm their membership in the Local 
b) confirm address, phone number, email 
c) confirm AFM ID number (you may also get this from the Local) 
d) confirm their HST number 

 

 

If you HAVE NOT received a signed contract and an Advance: 
a) ask that the musician pencil in the date in their calendar 
b) ask that they contact you if another engagement comes their way for that date 
c) inform them that they will be  contacted and confirmed when the contract has been signed  and a 

deposit received 

 
If you are contracting an engagement for a self-contained group, then you know all of the musicians and most likely 
have worked with them before.  However, if you are contracting a freelance engagement, for various musicians, it is 
important to know them and what they play best. You can obtain this information from the Local or from other 
musicians that you respect and with whom you have worked. 
 
It’s important to ensure that you have the best fit for the music. Again, if you are uncertain, ask other musicians for their 
opinion. Sometimes you may need to separate personalities to ensure cohesiveness on the orchestra stage. Don’t 
always hire your friends, that can backfire so badly when someone is ill prepared. It may be too late to correct hiring the 
wrong person. 
 
YOU HAVE A SIGNED CONTRACT WITH THE MUSICIANS CONFIRMED – NOW FILE THE CONTRACT WITH THE LOCAL 
 
 
Musicians must be paid at the completion of the engagement 

If you are issuing cheques they should leave with the cheque 

If you are using an e-transfer that should be done so that it’s in their mailbox in the morning 

ONCE EVERYONE HAS BEEN PAID – REMIT THE WORK DUES AND PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LOCAL OFFICE 
WITHIN 30 DAYS.   

 

A good business practice for those undertaking the responsibilities of a contractor is to seriously consider 
having a line of credit with a credit amount to be equal to the payment of one or more engagements. That 
is, enough to cover all musicians’ fees and pension contributions. 

 


